GO FOR IT Info:

This very athletic colt is by Soaring Empire (multiple Stakes winner and multiple Graded Stakes winner). Soaring Empire is by Champion Empire Maker out of an A.P. Indy mare. This colt is extremely well bred on a 3x4x5 cross with Mr. Prospector, a 5x5x5 cross with Northern Dancer and a 4x4 cross with Seattle Slew. This good looking colt caught our eye right away. He’s a strong strapping colt that should have some speed and should also be able to get some serious distance based on his pedigree. In addition, Soaring Empire is a very hot sire, as he was the 3rd leading sire in NY State in just his second crop. This colt is a NY bred and is eligible for the lucrative NY bred restricted races. The trainer is yet to be determined. See his pedigree below: